Four of MIT's six entries in the elimination trials for the New England Single-handed Championships on Sunday qualified for the final event, slated for May 13 and 14, sailing at Coast Guard, Spoon and Frank Keil '73 both won their heats, while at Tufts, Bowdoin and Colby placed first and tied for first, respectively, in their trials, Bowdoin qualifying on an impressive perfect record of five first place finishes in five races.

Sophonopers Walter Frank and Randy Young both placed third in their respective heats at Coast Guard and missed qualifying.

Maria Bozzuto '73, with Shelley Bernstein '71 and Gail Blower '74 as crew, skipped the MIT women's boat to a second place finish in the Cape Cod Trophy (keel boat) Invitational Regatta held on the Charles River on Sunday. Radcliffe was the sweep-event, finishing one point ahead of the MIT women.

Chuck Tucker and Bob Parker both finished second in their divisions and skippedper the Tech freshman squad to victory in an eight-boat regatta at Harvard on Sunday. Dave Abrahall sailed with Tucker, while Bert Hildred coxed for Parker.

Results for the event were: MIT 16, Bowdoin 18, Harvard 18, Boston University 25, Brown 27, Dartmouth 33, Coast Guard 35, and Merrimack 46.

Tomorow and Sunday, the freshmen will be competing in the New England Frosh Championships at Yale.

Rugby: business is tough.

By All Kodou

The MIT Rugby Club's young winning streak came to a grinding halt, in last Saturday's gloomy weather, at the hands of Harvard Business School, Inc. It was not a pretty match to watch. Referee F. Sykes kept very close track of offside, late tackling and knock-ons, and the resultant penalties made the pace of the gameunky and spotty. Long sequences of play without the sound of the whistle were rare indeed.

Like the game itself, Tech's efforts never seemed to get rolling throughout the long, cloudy afternoon. As individuals, the club members turned in perhaps their best performances of the season. Loose-forward T.G. Cerne G and prop W. Smith G stood out, while wingmen S.H. Arkin and H.A. Flanagan G shone in the back-line. Good play at a team level was not apparent, however, and the MIT side found itself in trouble frequently from mis-cues on kicks, both defending and attacking.

Of the million or so penalty kicks tried, HBS managed to get one over the goal for 3 points. They also garnered three tries at the back to make their total 15. Tech's two tallies came on one of Arkin's classic runs and on M. Reit's driving try at the feet of a bewildered B School scrum, who obviously expected him to pass off a penalty given close to the HBS goal. That left the score at 15-6 at match's end, and once again Tech had come up on the short end in a match they might well have won.

DINO'S PIZZA AND SUB SERVICE

FAMILY Sizes 12" $2.00 16" $2.50 20" $3.00

CHEAPEST in the Area...

FRESH HANDMADE Pizza 8 or 10 Slice Specials Available

BUCHER'S COOKIES

64品种的鲜奶饼干

30¢/2个 for any size

2.00/16个

2.50/20个

MIT Qualifies 4 in NE's

TBA...